Everloc®

The Next Generation of Metal Roofing

- Architectural Design
- Durability
- Versatility
Concealed Fastener System

Superior Strength and Design

The Everloc® panel has the elegant look of traditional style standing seam roofing without the cost or labor of clips or seaming tools. Everloc’s™ designed to be installed over a waterproof solid substrate and utilizes a slotted leg for fastening.

The Everloc® panel with it’s 1” high seam covering 19.75” makes it a model choice for residential roofing, mansard and fascia applications. The absence of exposed fasteners and the water-tight side lap allows for applications on roof pitches as low as 3:12.

Made with high strength 24 Ga. steel, Everloc® resists corrosion with the help of a galvalume coating.

Low Life Cycle Cost & Durability - High-quality, prepainted metal roofs offer an attractive life cycle cost. Everlast steel roofing will not crack, shrink, or erode, unlike other conventional roofing material.

Choices of Design Appearances & Color - A homeowner can achieve a designer look from our wide selection of styles and colors. This aesthetically pleasing appearance will have a positive influence on re-sale.

Weight - Prepainted metal is a very light-weight cost-effective roofing material. When compared to other roofing alternatives, steel roofing is your best choice for a durable and low-cost roofing application.

Installation Over Existing Roofs - Prepainted metal can usually be installed over existing roofs. Disposal of old conventional materials can be difficult and costly. The use of prepainted metal can often solve this problem.

Fire Resistance - Consider the fact that metal doesn’t burn! Non-combustibility should offer protection from external hazards such as wind-blown sparks or lightning when properly grounded.

Wind Resistance - Properly installed prepainted metal roofs should not need periodic repair or replacement due to wind damage or storms.

Water Absorption - Properly installed prepainted metal roofs do not absorb water or moisture. Water can damage most other roofing materials by rotting, cracking, or during a freeze-thaw cycle.

Snow & Ice Shedding - Prepainted metal readily sheds snow and ice, a distinct advantage in high snow areas.

Sound Deadening - Rain noise on a metal roof is not a factor when installed over a flat deck and insulation.

Energy Efficient - Consider the radiant heat reflectance of light colored metal in warm climates, resulting in cooling cost savings.
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The Next Generation of Metal Roofing

Everseam®
High Quality Everlast Panel Profile

- Clean Appearance
- Long Lasting
- Elegant Look
- Versatile
Concealed Fastener Clip System

The Everseam® panel has the elegant look of a traditional style standing seam roof, with the strength and durability of high strength 24-gauge steel.

Everseam® is 19.5” wide with a 1 1/2” high seam. The integral locking seam is held in place by concealed metal clips, and is installed over a waterproof solid substrate. The absence of exposed fasteners and the weather-tight side lap, allow for applications on roof pitches as low as a 3:12.

Everseam’s® durability and aesthetic appearance make it an ideal choice for residential roofing applications.

Low Life Cycle Cost & Durability - High-quality, pre-painted metal roofs afford an attractive life cycle cost in addition to many other advantages. They will not crack, shrink, or erode, making them a long lasting alternative to many conventional roofing materials.

Choices of Design Appearances & Color - A homeowner can achieve the “designer” look with a wide selection of styles and colors. The aesthetically unique roofs will likely have a positive influence on re-sale.

Weight - Pre-painted metal is a very light-weight cost-effective roofing material. When compared to other roofing alternatives, steel roofing is your best choice for a durable and low-cost roofing application.

Installation Over Existing Roofs - Pre-painted metal can usually be installed over existing roofs. Disposal of old conventional materials can be difficult and costly. The use of pre-painted metal can often solve this problem.

Fire Resistance - Consider the fact that metal doesn’t burn! Non-combustibility should offer protection from external hazards such as wind-blown sparks or lightning when properly grounded.

Wind Resistance - Properly installed pre-painted metal roofs should not need periodic repair or replacement due to wind damage or storms.

Water Absorption - Properly installed pre-painted metal roofs do not absorb water or moisture. Water can damage most other roofing materials by rotting, cracking, or during a freeze-thaw cycle.

Snow & Ice Shedding - Pre-painted metal readily sheds snow and ice, a distinct advantage in high snow areas.

Sound Deadening - Rain noise on a metal roof is not a factor when installed over a flat deck and insulation.

Energy Efficient - Consider the radiant heat reflectance of light colored metal in warm climates, resulting in cooling cost savings.